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Arlight – the market leader in led
equipment.
rozn. 1550 a rozn. A 222.36 rozn. 2122.51 a rozn. A 397.21 rozn. 1600 a Arlight led products has long
been the leader in the ratio the price and quality balance on the Russian market. Our products are
widely used in many manufacturing companies. Table lamp from the company arlight® SP-Bitter - a
business design and versatility in one bottle Adjustable ﬂexible legs allow you to adjust lighting as
required to the owner of the lamp and the smooth lines of the case look stylish and harmonious on
the desktop. Arlight company oﬀers new models of luminaires of the downlight model MD-xxxMP.
Appeared on the market relatively recently, these lamps have become extremely popular. The reason
was the versatility of the design is the breadth of choice available and attractive price Multivenue led
strip series RT 2-5000 24V RGB 3X LED 5060 84420 is delightfully saturated colors even glow and just
a beautiful thing. Such steep parameters were achieved by increasing the density of LEDs per meter 84LED Distance between LEDs is 12mm now and it gave the opportunity to get as smooth a line of
light Led light strips and lamps are gradually replacing traditional lighting sources. LED technology is
steadily entering our lives - today, they are the priority because they have the most important in
current conditions the advantage of eﬃciency and reliability while ensuring maximum illumination.
Our company has more than ten years works in the market of lighting equipment which is very much.
Over the years we have gained vast experience of working with clients has signiﬁcantly expanded the
range of products and the company. Arlight today it is a major participant in the market of lighting
equipment in Russia. We work throughout Russia as legal entities for projects of public procurement
and with individuals. However, we do not only sell but also provide professional installation of lighting
and decorative lighting of any complexity. For professionals Lightwerk no problem to solve any
lighting task. We will provide light to your apartment oﬃce large country house, oﬃce, store, club or
concert hall. Our company oﬀers all types of led equipment Arlight led strip light lamp aluminum
proﬁles, power for their lighting control system. We have the range of products from such trusted
manufacturers as Arlight Haitaik Sunricher Ltech Euchips Nicolaudie and many other not less known.
Arlight is the oﬃcial and exclusive dealer of aluminium proﬁles KLUS and LEDsON on the territory of
Russia. We constantly expand and update your
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